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What did we just learn?

PowerPoint and practically 
perfect presentations

Plan for today

Truth, beauty, and stories



PowerPoint and 
practically perfect 
presentations
Is PowerPoint really evil?



Death by PowerPoint



Important implications from Q3 earnings 
report by Alice and Bob
• Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank, and of having nothing to do: once or twice 

she had peeped into the book her sister was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, 'and what is the 
use of a book,' thought Alice 'without pictures or conversation?'
• So she was considering in her own mind (as well as she could, for the hot day made her feel very sleepy and stupid), 

whether the pleasure of making a daisy-chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies, when 
suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes ran close by her.

• There was nothing so VERY remarkable in that; nor did Alice think it so VERY much out of the way to hear the 
Rabbit say to itself, 'Oh dear! Oh dear! I shall be late!' (when she thought it over afterwards, it occurred to her that 
she ought to have wondered at this, but at the time it all seemed quite natural); but when the Rabbit actually TOOK 
A WATCH OUT OF ITS WAISTCOAT-POCKET, and looked at it, and then hurried on, Alice started to her feet, for it 
flashed across her mind that she had never before seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take 
out of it, and burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and fortunately was just in time to see it pop 
down a large rabbit-hole under the hedge.
• In another moment down went Alice after it, never once considering how in the world she was to get out again.

• The rabbit-hole went straight on like a tunnel for some way, and then dipped suddenly down, so suddenly that 
Alice had not a moment to think about stopping herself before she found herself falling down a very deep well.







Is PowerPoint evil?



Responsible PowerPoint use

Not a script Short lists

Few words Big picturesBig words

Minimal animation



PowerPoint and the Italian Renaissance

Aurea mediocritas





Aurea mediocritas and 
presentations

Eyes

Standing

Time management

Self deprecation

Transitions Don’t panic



Preparation

Get feedback

Check out room

Rehearse

Test equipment



Helpful tricks

Blank screen

Presenter view

Jump to slide



What if people want your slides?

The best slide decks don’t stand alone

Option 1: Parallel slide deck with 
more annotation and details

Option 2: Handout to accompany 
the slide deck







10 Mbps
(10 million bits per second)

40 words • 60 seconds
≈ 2,000 bits • 33 bps

500 words • 110 seconds
12.5 slides
≈ 24,400 bits • 222 bps



What did we just learn?
Design + Narrative + Delivery



Contrast Repetition Alignment Proximity







Y-axis woes



When small movements matter



When zero values are impossible



When it’s normal



Never on bar charts





Stories, structures, and heroes





Getting audiences to move

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3

Big idea

Common ground Risks + resistance

Benefits + final outcome









Resonating and relating



Ethics of storytelling with data

Manipulation

Misinterpretation

Ethos

Equity

Don’t make people do bad stuff

Temper expectations

Credentials ≠ ethos

Don’t dumb down

Amplify underrepresented research



STAR moments
Memorable dramatization

Repeatable sound bites

Evocative visuals

Emotive storytelling

Shocking statistics

Props, demos

Rhetoric

Images

Stories

Numbers



Truth, beauty, and stories



What is truth?
How do we find it?

Are facts truth?



Facts ≠ truth 

“Just because something happened does 
not mean that it is morally instructive; 
just because it never happened does not 
mean that it is not true.”

Michael Austin, Re-reading Job: Understanding 
the Ancient World’s Greatest Poem, 20



Is there truth in art and fiction?



How are stories related 
to truth?



Stories are how we translate 
core, essential content to 
different forms for specific 
audiences



Does beauty matter?
Can something with true content be 
untrue because of its form?



How does any of this 
philosophical humanities 
mumbo jumbo relate to 
science, investing, business, 
or anything you all do?



You’re experts now!

Go forth and tell true, resonant, 
and powerful stories!


